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INTRQDUCTION  TO TtIE SERIES

The development of democratic and effective government at subnational
levels remains one of the central tasks of transition in Central and
Eastern Europe’ and the former Soviet Union. The sharing of expertise
between countries can contribute significantly to the reform process in
the region. Pursuing this goal, the Local Government .and Public Service
Reform Initiative (LGI) has 1aunched a series of discussion papers,
which wilI be distributed widdy throughout Central and Eastern Europe.

The series will report the findings of projects supported by LGI and
will include papers written by authors who are not LGI grant recipients.
.LGI  offers assistance for’ the, translation of the papers into ,the national
languages of the region. The opinions presented in the papers are those
of the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the Local
Government and Public Service Reform Initiative.

.
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In t roduc t ion

’ Thank God they‘re corruptible. They’re human and after I
money like the rest of us. They’re not wolves. As long as

there’s corruption, there’s hope. Bribes! They’re man’s

best chance. As long as judges go on taking money, then

there’s some chance of justice.-Bertolt Brecht, Mother
Courage and Her Children, Scene 3.’

/

. Mother Courage clearly felt that bribery and corruption had their advan-

tages for ordinary people. But Brecht’s point was that although she

seemed so worldly wise in the shcrt term, she was completely and tragi-

cally wrong in the long term. Our purpose is to explore public attitudes

toward low-level corruption in Eastern Europe--to see how many praise .
it with Mother Courage and how many condemn it with Bertolt. Brecht.

We focus on the way ordinary citizens use presents and bribes to

influence the officials they meet in day-to-day life. Our principal con-

cern is not with high-level corruption involving senior politicians and

officials or top businessmen, but with the role of corruption in the every-

day interactions between citizens and the state. We look in particular at

Ukraine, Bulgaria, Slovakia, and the Czech ‘Republic-near neighbors

with a common commitment to democratization in the’ 1990s but with

very different historical and bureaucratic traditions. Our findings are

based on 4,778 interviews conducted between November 1997 and

February 1998 with representative national samples of the public: 1,003

in the Czech Republic; 1,056 in Slovakia; 1,519 in Bulgaria; and 1,200

in Ukraine. Where appropriate we, have illustrated these findings with

direct quotations taken from twenty-six focus-group discussions. and 136

in-depth interviews that we commissioned in the summer and autumn of

1996.



For every bribe-taker there must be a bribe-giver, but the relationship
is not necessarily an .equal  one. If citizens take the initiative, pressing
their bribes-and their demands-n reluctant but perhaps badly paid
officials, then we might describe citizens as the source of corruption. If
the opposite happens, and officials abuse their position to extort unofi-
cial payments from weak, powerless, and reluctant citizens, we might
describe citizens as victims. And if the relationship is more equal, if cit-
izens want to give and officials are happy to take, then we might describe
citizens as accomplices.

Victims of the Transition

In all of the countries included in our study, ordinary people felt that
they were the victims rather than the beneficiaries of the transition to a ’ 1
market economy. That, is not to say that they opposed the changes in
principle: “The,path  we have taken is correct. . . . We should go the way

. all Europe is going. Despite the present difficulties, that is the only path
for the count+’ (Tenevo,  IDI-4).’ But ordinary people had a strong sense
of being pushed aside or cheated by powerful groups and individuals
during the postcommunist years: ‘A small group of people.will  live well
thanks to the privatization of state property. Privatization is a’big swin-
dle” (Kyiv, ID&S): “As far as plants and factories are concerned, it seems
to be more likely not privati&ia  tprivatization]  but prikhvatisatsiu  [to

’ grab more]” (Rybinskoe, IDI-5). Only around 13 percent of the respon-
dents in our surveys claimed they had personally benefited in any way
from the processes of.iestitution  (see table 1). I

In the Czech ‘and Slovak Republics, around half of the public thought
that the chief beneficiaries of the transition had been politicians snd 0%

.
cials, about one-fifth thought that the beneficiaries had been the former
communist nomenklatura, and another fifth thought that the beneficia-
ries had been the vaguely defined Mafia.  In Bulgaria and Ukraine, how-

’



Table 1 ,

Percentage of Respondents Who Benefited from’tbe Process df Restitution

- ever, over 40 percent thought the chief beneficiaries had been the Mafia,
over 30 percent politicians and offmials, and rather less’the former com-

’ munist nomenklatura. “It’s clear that [the, transition] is being affected by
the old Soviet methods-the same special shares, special distributions,
and special privileges everywhere” (Sevastopdl, FG-4).”  The numbers
that thought ordinary citizens had been the chief beneficiaries never
exceeded 4( percent in any country (see table 2). ,

t

Table  2

Respondents’ Views regarding-who  Benefited Most from the Transition

(Q9:  Who do you think benefited m&t  from the move to’a market economy?)

The Gech  Repu@c (%)’  Slovakia (%) Bulgaria (%) Ukraine (%)

F’oliticians  and ofGals .49 * 56 ‘30 35
O&uuy  citizen8
Former  communist noknklatwa

3 1 4 1
23 21 19

Mafia 20 19 41 s
Foreigners 6 3 6 7

Note: “D&t  know” ad ‘mid- ~IWYUI  were raoordcd if b’ven  apontamoudy,  but they “n never  pmmptai.,lhm  anwem  have been
excklded  fmm  the &we dc&tiom.

. \



Looking to the future, people were a littie more optimistic about the
transition benefitin ordinary citizens, but only a little: the percentage of
people who thought ordinary citizens would eventually benefit mosts
ranged from just 3’ percent in Slovakia to a maximum of 17 percent in
Bulgaria. Politicians and officials were still regarded as the most likely
long-term beneficiaries in the Czech and Slovak Republics,‘and  they

I

came a close second to the Mafia in Bulgaria and Ukraine (see table 3).

Table 3

Respondents’ Views regarding the Beneficiaries of the Transition

(QlO: Looking aheah,  who do you think will’eventually benefit  most tinm the move to a market economy?)

The Czech Republic (%) Slovakia (%) ’ Bulgaria  (%) Ukraine(%) .

Ftditicians  and officials c 4 7 61 31 3 5
ordinary  citiiens  T 8 3 17 7
Former communist tmmenklatma 11 9 8 9
Mafia . 20 22 34 40
Foreigners , 14 5 10 9
Now “Dan?  kyw” ad ‘hiddcpnnda”  amwem nne rem&d  if given  spmly,  but they  rem  neww  pmmptal  Thas  amrm  hmm  bean
excluded fmm  the pbwe cahhim.

Two out of three-citizens in the-Czech Republic said most of their
politicians now behaved worse than they did under communism, so did
82 percent in Slovakia and 87 percent in Ukraine, though much less in
Bulgaria. People in Bulgaria and the Czech Republic were evenly divid-
ed on whether-officials who deal with ordinary people and their problems
now behaved better or worse, than they did under communism; but ‘66
percent in Slovakia and ‘89 percent in Ukraine claimed such officials
behaved worse (see table 4). .



Table 4

Respondents’ views  regarding the Behavior of PokGms  and Officials
I

(Q54: Do you thiok  that most politicians now behave better or worse than they did under communism?
455: Do you feel that moat  of these ofEcials  tnat  people better or worse than they did under communism?)

The Czech Republic (%) Slovakia (%) Bulgaria (%) Ukraine (%)

Moat politicians behave worse now
Moat of%& behave womenow

65
4 7

.a2 40 87
66 45 89

A Climate of Petty Corruption

People in all countries were inclined to suggest  that even whee a person
asks an official for something to which he or she is entitled to by law,
they would pkbably  have to approach the official through a contact or
offer something iq order to’get  a successful outcome. Perhaps they exag-
gemted, in casual gossip, the need to use contacts, presents, and bribes.
As we shall see, in their 0% personal’ experiences, they’tended to report
rather less need to use presents and bribes..

Nonetheless, the figures are very high: bktween.76  and 90 percent of
the people’ surveyed in differerit cpuntries  said it was Jikely that a person
would have to approach the official through a tiontabt.  Betwekn 62 and

r
’

91 percent said it was likely that 9 small present would be necessary.
And between 44 and 81-percent  said it was likely that money oqan
expensive present would be necessary. These gifts were considered most
necessary in Ukraine and lea& necessary in the Czech Repyblic; the dif-
ference between Ukraine and the Czech Republic gr&w from 14 percent
on,contacts,  to 29 percent on small presents, to 37 percent on money or
an expensive present: (see table 5). / ’

Generally speaking, people seeking somethidg  to which they were
entitled to by law were thought most likel) to. have to offer  money; a pre-
sent, or a favor to officials in state ministries or to hospital doctors. They



T a b l e  5
The Need to Use Contacts, Presents, and Bribes !

(Q85-7z  Suppose  a person  asks an o&&l  for something to which he or she is entitled to by law. To get a sue- *
cessfol  outcome, is it likely or not likely tbat he or she would [Q85]  ,appmach  the official through a contact,
[Q86]  offer a small +eent,  or [Q87]  offer money or an expensive present?)

Tbe Czech Rep$Jic (%)  Slovakia (%)  Bulgaria (%)  Ukraine.(%) 1

Approach  of&As  through a contact 76 a7 66 90
Mer a small present 62 80 : 84 9i
05x money or an expensive pYesent 4.4 2 62 f 72 8 1 .

NW:  ‘Don’t km” and “mixdw  mmm  were mmded  if given spontansausly,  but they were never prompted. ‘l%ece  LOWM  hve  hasa
dded  tiwl tbe above  cabmhliorM.

I

were thought l?ast likely to have to make such offers to school teachers
or to worker/in the private sector. But perceptions varied sharply acr&s
different countries. A\ one e&eme, around half or less of the partici-
pants in the. C&h Republic thought such offers would be necessajr .‘,
except in the case of officials  in state ministries. At the other extreme,
over 80 percent s&eyed in Ukraine thought such offers would likely be 5
necessary, &cept in the case of school teachers and workers in the pri-
vate s?ctor ($ee table 6). /

Tony Verheijen and Antoaneta  :Dimitrova  refer to Hunt&ton’s argu- >

< ment th’at,  “democratisation can bring corruption in the short term by
temporariiy weakening the state and loosening social inhibitions. . . . By
bringing into question authority in genkyal, democratisation can bring
confusion about standards of morality in general and promote anti-social
behaviotir.‘” We. might add that the transition  to a. market economy-
quite sepbately and independently from the transition to a democratic
system-may also bring about an increase in monetaYry  corrupiioni  as a ’
system based on n&-monetary privileges is replaced by a system ‘in
which everything has its price. ’

There was a wide consensus that people would be more likely to yse
contacts, presents, ‘and bribes now than they did under communism. ’

Once again, such claims were most frequent in Ukraine and least fre-
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Table 6 0
Likelihcbd  that  Bribes Must Be Offered to Diffetint  OfGals

(Q6&70: Now think of a person  eeaking  something to which they are entitled to by law. Is it likely or not
_ likely thai  such a pemon would have to off& money, a present, ore favor to get help from each of the follow-

ing-1 mean offe;  more than the o&&l charge?)

+ The Fetch  Republic (%)  Slovakia (%) Bulgaria (%)  Ukraine (%)

(Q63)  officials in et&e ministries 70
(Q60)  Hospital doctom

:
47

(467)  Customs  o&ala 53
(Q65)  Court ofGals 44
(468)  MA, 54
(Q62)  University atatT i 34
(Q64)  OIBeir&  in local government of&es 4 9
(Q66) R&e o&era 42

85 82 87
89 9 3 94 ‘/
71 92 86
75 80 87
74 74 s 80
78 73 89
58 ‘79 87
64 72 89

(Q69)  Elected officiala  on local eouncile 44 52 69 80 i
(470) I+sple  working in the private e&or 42 55 63 61
(Q61)  School teachers 1 0 36 45 .68

Now: *Don’t how” and  “U+ answan  wem mcadzd  if bsen q~~t.men+,  but hey wek  mevu  pmm@d.  These  anmien  bm basl :
aclydsdImmthclbors~.Ibbmn~~inddoandily~dsvcngeLitelihood.1

Quent in the .Czech  Republic. Over $30 percent of those surveyed in
. Ukraine said people’ were rndv likely to offer offuSs  money or an

expensive present now than they were during the communist period (see
table 7)./

‘Ibhle’  7
&e People Now More Likely to Offer a Bribe?

\
(Q93-5~  Corn@ to the wxnmuniet  period, do you think it is now more or less likely that people in your
country would [Q93]  approach an official  through a contact,  [Q94]  offer a small gift, or [Q!?S]  offer money or
an ‘&pensive present?)

ihe Czech Republic (96)  Slovakia (96)  Bulgaria (%) Ukraine (%)

Approach  the oKiciel through  e contact 77 87 i9 : 88. .)
Offeraamallpreaent 6 4 83 ’ 82 88
0&r  money or an expensive present 50 ,69 76 80
Norc:  “lh’t  know” and ‘hiddepend,”  mmren were nmrdal  if #eri  qcdmmusly,  but lbsy wae twvr,r  prmnpted.  lLsc uuvm  luvc been
excludsd  horn  lbe above  dculeim.

.



l Around three-quarters or more in every country thought their respec-
tive off%Gls  were more eorru~t than people who worked in private busi-
nesses: Similar numbers were convinced that their officials were more
corrupt than officials in Germany. But people in different countries had
very different impressions about whether their of&As  were more or less
corrupt than officials in kussia or other countries of Eastern Europe.
Only 25 percent of the participants in the Czech Republic, but 80 per-
cent in Ukraine, thought their offmi’~s were more corrupt than in most
other Eastern European countries. More shockingly, only 8 percent in
the Czech Republic, but 65 percent in Ukraine, thought their officials
were more corrupt than in Russia (see table 8). ,.

Table 8
Respondents Who Believe Their Officials Are Moore

Corrupt thari  in Other  Plks

(Q149-52: Do you fee1 that officials in government oft&s in your country are more or less wrmpt  then
[Ql49]  people who work in private businessas, [Q150]  officials in Russia, [QlSl]  otti&&  in Cemuy, or
[Q152]  o&ids in most other Eastern European countries?)

The Czech Republic (%)  Slovakia (%)  Bulge+ (%)  Ukraine (%)

,J’eople who work in private businesses 72 75 .78 ‘84 ,
OBicids in Russia 8 16 31 65
O&?kids  in Gemany 79 74 83 85
O&i&  in most other

Eastern European  countries 25.. 34 ‘76 80

NC-&:  ‘Lb?  km,,? and “Mu” amwm were noodd if@, spon~wly,  but they were never prompcsd.  lhe a&a bm bean
QclUdCd~omtlieEbLW-. .

In gossip at least, there was a. climate, an atmosphere, of petty cor-
ruption. At one extreme, there were limits to allegations of official cor-
ruption in the Czech Republic; but at the other extreme, perceptions of
official corruption w&e pervasive and unqualified in Ukraine. .

.



Alternative Perspectives on Corruption

The public in the former Soviet Union is notoriously more intolerant and
authoritarian than in Central and.Eastern Europe.’ But they are not nec-
essarily more law-abiding. Authority, morality, and law were separated
from each other much. more clearly under the Soviet regime than in
Western, and even Eastern, Europe. To some extent, Soviet laws were
part of the propaganda battle with Western liberal democracy, rather than
codes to be followed whether Convenient or inconvenient.6 It was the
party. line rather than the Iaw that had to be respected. Thus, Mikhail:
Gorbachev’s emphasis on a Yaw-bound  state” in the 1980s was a.radi-
cal idea in the Soviet context, though it seems banal in a Western liber-
al context.

If the Soviet regime did not respect the law, there was no reason why
its citizens should do so either. Reflecting this ,tradition, we found that’
people in Ukraine were far less willing than those in the Czech Republic
to say that people should obey a law they considered very unreasonable
or unjust rather than try to ignore oravoid  it. By their own account, three
out of five people in Ukraine said they should try, to ignore’br avoid laws
that they felt were very unreasonable or ur$.tst. A large majority simply
did not equate law with morality in Ukraine (see table 9).

,
*&le 9

Percentage of Respondents Who Believe They Should
Obey Unreasonable Laws

(Q41:  Which come8 cloeer  to your view? If people think * law is very umweonable  or unjust, should they [l]
obey it or [2] try to ignore it?)

The Czech  Republic
Slovc$ia
B u l g a r i a
Ukraine

68
‘. 53

63
41



.
We asked whether people considered the use of money, presents,

favors, or contacts to influence off%als (1) bad for the country and for
those involved; (2) bad for the country but unavoidable for people who
have to live here; or (3) beneficial because when you need a favor from
an official, you can get it. The first answer corresponds to simple and
unqualified condemnation of corruption, whether on moral, egalitarian,
economic, or other grounds. .“I do not approve of bribes” (Dolny Kubin,
FG-3). “It often happens that an unhelpful [official] gains even more
than the one who is willing to help. . . . I mean that someone may force
it out of you. . :. I am basically against it; things should work even with-
out [gifts]. Those people are there to help, they are paid for it, it’s their
duty” (Bratislava-2,  FG+).’  “Corruption ‘. . . causes a distinction, . . .
[but] every citizen is equal before.any  administrative official. . .\. That is
what equality should mean” (Sofia-l, FG-6).

The second answer combines condemnation of corruption with some
excuse for those who practice it. “You can’t do anything another way in
this situation” (Horodok, FG-2). “I think that the majority‘of those who
take bribes are also compelled to do the same because they do not get
[enough] salary.“(Striy, FG-5):

And the third expresses a positive preference or approval: “In any sit-
uation, whatever amount -of money [the citizen] pays, it is normally more
important that the problem is solved ‘than-that money is paid for it” (Striy,
FG-5). Presents may. usefully encourage flexibility: “Someone needs a
passport in two months and someone else in two days. For the first per-
son, it’snot  so important to give a gift, but for someone else it may be
crucial if he or she needs it immediately” (Hradec Kralove, FG-3). But
that does make citizens at least accomplices and often’corrupting  agents:
“We%ejust taught th&rn this. We ourselves are-guilty. We ourselves take
them things. The first and the second person bring something, and the
third can’t not bring something” (Khartsysk, FG-3)



Faced with these three options, however, relatively few people
expressed a positive preference for a corrupt system, but a large minori-
ty was willing to excuse it; Taken  together, 31 percent of the people sur-
veyed were, willing to excuse or approve corruption in the Czech
Republic, 40 percent in Slovakia, and 42 percent in Bulgaria or Ukraine
(see table 10).

Table 10 ‘.

Respondents’ Opinions regarding the Use of Money, Presents,

or Contacts to Influence dfficials

(4153:  Which comes  closest to your view about the use  of money, presents, favors, end contacts to influence
&iale: [l] It is bed for the country .&I for those involved; [2] it is bed for the country  bitt unavoidably  for ,
the people who have to live here; or [3] you prefer it that way because when you need a favorrmm  an ofiicial,
you can get it?)

,
‘The  Czech Republic (%) Slovakia (%) Bulgaria (%) Ukn& (%)

Bad for the country ‘I
and thoee  involved 69 .,$(I’  -. 58 58

Bed for the coonhy
but unavoidable  for citizens 25 28 P 34 31

Prefer it that wav 7 12 a 11

.

Another question sha@ened the cross-national differences. Faced
with the sharp’choice between an austere system where officials never
accepted .presents and never did favors for people and one where offs-;
cials sometimes accepted p&&nts and in return did favom  for people,
only 9 percent in the Czech Republic and 19 percent in Slovakia opted

, for a system of reciprocal presents and favors, but 41 percent in Bulgaria
and 48 percent in Ukraine preferred such a system. The Weberian model

of a well-oiled but inhuman machine was the ideal for the overwhelming
majority in the Czech Republic, but for only half the people in Ukraine
(see table 11). ’ 7

,
.

,



Table 11
Percentage of Respondents Who Would Prcfer a System of Presents and Favors

(Q156:  ,Vhich would you prefer:  a syatem where offkials  [l] never accepted presents’and  never did f&om  for
people or [2] some&mea  accepted presents end in return  did favors  for people?)

The Czech Republic 9
Slovakia .’ 19 (
Bulgaria 41 .
Ukkine 4a
Note: ‘Don’t,  knqv” and “mkedkpenls”  ulllwm *en  mm&d if given epntmoualy,  but they were never pmmptd.  Sac wwcn  have bemu
ex&&d from  Lb8  ahm utculation4.

Attempts at Extortion

Even those people who are unwilling to excuse the use of presents and
bribes may have to, submit to extortion. “They put you in ‘a situation
where you have to” (Horodok, FG-6). ‘thi this situation, you understand
that you have to give” (Horodok, FG-2). “Of course. [officials] want to
use you. . . . They want. to use their position as a source of income”
(Khartsysk,  FG-4). k

At one level, people may feel that the use of money, presents, and
favors is part oftheir national tradition, part of their culture. Surprisingly,
we found that people in th,e  Czech and Slovak Republics were by far the
most willing to accept that corruption was a permanent part of their cul-
ture. By contrast, only 16 percent of those surveyed in Ukraine saw it as
a permanent part of Ukraine’s culture; most people  blamed the use of
presents, bribes, and favors on a moral crisis in a period of transition (see-.
table 1 2 ) .

t. We should -recall, however, that people in’ Ukraine were far more crit-
. ical than those in the Czech Republic of falling standards in public life:

87 percent af the Ukrainians surveyed said most politicians now behaved
,worse ,than under communism, and 89 percent believed’that most offi-
cials now behayed’worse  than under communism. “In comparison to the
communist regime, people get worse help because at that time control



F Table 12 \
Respondents’ ?iews regarding the Origins of Bribery

(4187:  Wbieh  comes closest to your view: the use of money, presents, favors, and contacts to influence offt-
cials  in the country is [I] a preduet  of the communist past, [2] a moral crisis in a period of transition, m [3] a
permanent part of tbe country’s culture?)

The Czech Republic (%) Slovakia (%) Bulgaria (%) Ukraine (%)

A product of the communist past 23 23 17 23 *
A moral crisis in a period of transition 31 30 49 62
A permanent part of the co&y’s culture 46 47. 34 16
N&e: “Don’t  know” and “mkYdepen&”  WXCD wem  reweded  if ghen  spon~eously, but they were  never prompted.  Thaae  uunar he bean

excluskd  from  the above &ulatio~.

was more rigid. . . . The party controlled the people morel. Now everybody
interprets the law in the way he or she wants. Nobody is afraid anymore”
(Horodok, IDI-3). “During the communist regime [we got] better assis-
tance. There was more order. . . . [Officials] were afraid of something”
(Sholomia, IDI-2). “There was more order in the administration, even in
the use of connections. Everything was more orderly. Now the economic
situation is poor and the state officials are really badly paid, which has
an effect on their relations with citizens” (Kyiv, IDI-10).  Such a very
recent fall in the standards of behavior of politicians and officials could
not be attributed &,a permanent national culture; it was explicitly attrib-
uted to the postcommunist transition. Right or wrong, the people we
interviewed in Ukraine were at least consistent in their views.

We asked, “What was the, main reason why officials take money or
presents? Was it because (1) the officials are greedy, (2) the government
does not pay officials properly, or (3) people  are desperate to buy favors
from officials?” In the Czech and Slovak Republics, our; respondents.
most frequently blamed the people themselves for seeking to buy favors.
In Bulgaria, they most frequently. blamed the government for. not paying
officials enough. But in Ukraine, respondents most frequently blamed
the extent of low-level bribery and corruption on extortion by greedy offi-
cials (see table’l3).



l

Tabk 13 I

Respondents’ Views reganfing the keasons  jofor  Accepting Bribes

(4177: Which  comes  &seat to your vie&!  the main  reason  why officials take money or presents is [l] the
offida  are greedy,  [!2] the government does not’pay  ofkials properly, or [3] people a~ desperate to buy

~

favors?) i t
.’

The Caech  Republic (%) Slovakia (%) Bulgaria (%) &mine  (%) ‘

ofticiala are greedy 37 34 39 4 8
Government does  not pay o&i.+ properly 12 19 47 23

Fkopre  are desperate to buy favors 51 50 14 30 t
Dit+nce:  %i~otTicials”  - % ,people” - 1 4 -20 t25 t18
be: ‘Don? kncm” and %ixezJW” umas were rrxaded if given  Ipontmlmwly,  but they were never  pplal. rime uuwen he been
acludd fmm tk-5  above cahzd&m. _’

If we exclude those who blamed governments for paying officials
badly, the balance of public opinion between blaming bribe-giving citi-
zens and bribe-taking off%tls was firmly on blaming corrupt citizens in ’ 1
the Czech and Slovak Republics, but on blaming corrupt officials  in

, Bulgaria and Ukraine.
Similarly, we asked for the most important reason tihy people ‘might

be more willing to give money or a present to an official now than.under
communism. People in the Czech Republic were most likely to complain
that people  push harder for special favors now, while, a ia$e majority in

’Bulgaria and Ukraine, along with a narrow majority in Slovakia, corn-
plained that of&ials  now expect more (see table’ 14).

Officials may extort presents and bribes by making direct and explic-
it demands: “Sometimes it happens that an official you visit can tell you
approximately in what, form he prefers to receive [a gift]” (Sholomia, FG-
2).* “He dire&y said how much” (Hor&lok,  FG-4). U?‘hey told me
straight out” (Khartsysk, FG-5). “They  say what the price of each thing
is” (Sevastopol, FG-1). “ ‘Give me 500,09O’(Karbovantsy  [coupons]) so
that I, can make a labor card for you’ I never heard that you must pay for
a labor card!” (Volnovalcha, FG-2). “The..housing office [made explicit ~
demands]-we could have had a flat but only if we ‘had given 30,000 I



.
Table 14

Respondents’ Views regarding the Reasons Why People Are Now,
* More Willing to Give Bribes

(4107:  Here are some  reasons why ord+y people might be +e willing to give money or a present ‘b an
olEcial  now then under communism. Which do you feel is the most  important?)

The Czech Republic (46) Slovakia (%) Bulgaria  (%) Ukraine (%)

FbpIe  are  more able to pay now 12 10 7 5
F’eopie  push herder for special favors noti 50. 38 21 3 1
OfRcials  expect more now 38 52 72, 63
Nora:  “WI know”  md  “m4edldcpends”  m&n m dad  if given spont.mewsly,  but they  wm never prompti. lbe annrem  have  ken
exhdedfmmlbeabove&utdians.  \

crowns; that is, 30,ooO crowns [as a bribe] to the officials there” (Zvolen,
- FG-1). “My daughter was raped a year ago at the age of seventeen. Three,

months ago, she was taken away again. When I went to the police, they
told me I had to have 2,OOQ  levs for the’ petrol and then we could go I
search for her” (Straldja, FG-5). After experiencing problems and delays.
in receiving property seized by the communist regime, one family final-.
ly went to their MP: “The MP found the guts and told them [his con-
stitdents] how much it would cost them ‘for the favor [restitution]-[a
bribe of] 10 percent of [the value of’J the real estate: The sum is fixed”
(Yambol, F G - 4 ) .

More subtly-and more safely for them-officials can convey their
expectations or demands by .hints, by complaints about their workload, ’
or by cqmment’s about the special efforts they are making. “Oflicials  did
not say anything directly, but they were making hints” (Striy, IDL5). “In
the case involving the-militia, their hints made me do it” (Horodok, IDI-
4). “One [police officer] . . . not very explicitly but clearly enough named
a price” (Sofia, IDf-4).  “I think every government official from top to bot-
tom is likely to expect a present” (Sofia-2,’ FG-2). “They make you feel
you should go down on your knees, bring a bottle, or offer 500 levs, so ’
that they 1ook”at  you, pay attention to you” (Sofia-l, FG-5). ,

*.



According to our respondents, officials made direct demands rela-
tively infrequently, although 11 percent in Ukraine, as compared with
only 2 percent in the Czech Republic, reported that they had been asked
directly for money or a present. But one way or another, officials often
managed to convey the impression that they expected a special gift for
their trouble. Almost half of the people in the Czech Republic and
Bulgaria and two-thirds in Slovakia and Ukraine had either been asked
directly or were made to feel that some gift was expected (see table 15).

Table 15

Respondents Asked by an Official for a Bribe

(4142:  In these  last  few years  did art official  ever &k you or your family directly for money or a preeent  or
not ask dire&j  but’seem  to expect something?) ’

The Czech Republic (%) Slovakia (%) Bulgaria (%). Ukraine  (%)I-.\  \

Asked directly 2 4 .‘7 11
Seemed to expext  something ‘4 .‘&I 39 56
Neither 54 32 54 33

> Nat:  “Lb& kmw”  and  -mid/w  enswem  were  ttmndcd if $vui~pon1&mnl9,  but tky were  never  pmmpted.  That  umwara  h&e  bsan
mludedfmmrhcabove~~

And we are not talking about mere ‘body-language: almost half of the
people surveyed in the Czech Republic ,and Bulgaria, over half in
Slovakia, and two-thirds in Ukraine reported that officials had made
unnecessary problems in order’ to get money or a present for solving
them. “Bureaucrats propose to do it ~‘unofficially’-mentioning the diff%
culties of solving the problem” (Kyiv, IDI-9).  Contrast, for example, the
reports of,respondenfs  in Straldja and Khartsysk: “I got refusals because
I could not afford to pay?’ (Straldja, IDI-2);  but “For each paper, you have
to pay illegally, then they find the -right forms, and no more refusals.
,Bureaucrats treat us like puppets. Extort a lot” (Khartsysk, IDI-5).

Many respondents reported that this invention of unnecessary prob-
lems had. happened only rarely to them or their families, but it had hap-
pened more than rarely to 19 percent in the Czech Republic, to 24 per:



cent in Bulgaria, to 30 percent in Slovakia, and to 42 percent in Ukraine
(gee table 16).

, Table 16 ”

Respondents Who Experienced Unnecessary Problems

(4132:  How often did these ofticials  make unnecessary problems  for you or your family in order  to get money
or a present for solving them?)

Tbe Czech Republic (%) Slovakia (%) Bulgaria (%) Ukraine (%)

: U*U&d1y 3 8 4 14
Sometimes 16 22 20 28

R-=lY 25 27 25 2.5 *
N e v e r 56 a44 52 33

~Nah:  “Don’t  know”  ad %ixedldt.penda”  atnwem  were recoded if given  spontmcously,  but they wem  n&r pmmpted.  lose IIIIWC~  he been
excl&d film  lbe  abe calculuioM.

Rem&kably  large ,numbem of people were ready to admit. that they
would submit to extortion if they had the resources. We asked, “If you
had an important ,problem and an official asked you directly for money
to solve it, would you (1)

‘even if you Gould  afford it
pay if’you could afford it or (2) refuse to pay
?” Only 2 percent of the people in the Czech

Republic said they had been asked directly, and only 9 percent said that
they would prefer a system of presents and favors; but, nonetheless, 37
percent said they woul‘d pay, if asked, and if they could afford it. Their
willingness to submit to extortion far exceeded both their actual experi-
ences of extortion or their preference for a system,of  presents a$ favors.
In comparative terms, the 37,percent who were willing to submit to extor-/
tion in the Czech Republic was still a low figure, however, since 57 per-
cent in Slovakia, 58 percent in Bulgaria, and 74 percent in Ukraine
would also give,bribes  if asked directly.

The qualification to these findings, “if you could afford it,” is impor-
tant. Bulgarians, especially, had a tendency to explain that they simply
could not afford to pay bribes. “The Bulgarian is used to offering pre-
sents when contacting an official. .The official may ask for something
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[more than a present] as well, and you will give it, if you can afford it. In
this case, you’ll be attended very well” (SO&X-~,  FG-2). “Sometimes you

1
1

are sorry. I knew the price of my case in the hospital, but ‘1 didn’t have 1
the money” (Sofia-2, FG-2). “When I was in the hospital, a guy whose 1
father had to undergo an operation was told he had to give 20,000 levs. I
He said he could afford only 10,000 levs. He couldn’t give the money, (
and two days later his father died” (‘Ienevo, FG-5). “I got refusals

because I ‘could not afford to pay” (Straldja, IDI-2). “Roughly speaking,
i

we all here cannot afford it. If you have enough money, you won’t have.
any difficulties. . . . .&its  of money can make it” (Yambol, FG-2). So
although they would not refuse if they could afford it, many people, par-
ticularly in Bulgaria, did not pay simply bedause they did not have the
means to do so.

Laterwe asked, “Imagine you were anofficial  on a low salary and a
person who.came to .you with a problem offered money or a present to
you. Would you be (1) tempted to give better service or (2) offended by
the offer?” Our respondents were almost as willing to admit to tempta-
tion as, to submit to ., extortion: between 35 percent (in the Czech
Republic) and 61 percent (in’ Ukraine) said they would be tempted
rather than offended (see table 17).

Table 17 ‘.

Respondents Who Would Give and Accept Bribes ,
* *

(4145:  If you bad en important pmblem,pd an ofGal asked you directly for money to solve it, would yoo
[I] pay if yowhld d&d it or[2]  refuse  to pay even if you could a&d it? 4155: Imagine you were en offi-
L&l on a low salary  and a pmnon who c-e to you with a problem offered you money or a present. Would you
be [l] tempted tq ‘offer better service or [2] offended by the offer?)

The Czech Republic (a) Slovakia (i) Bulgaria (%) Ukraine (%)

.SVoold  pay if esked 37 57 58 74
Would be tempted 35 ’ 45 38 61

Note  “D&I  know”  d ‘Wdapmda”  uuweo were redId if given qontan~y,  bum they  wem nwcr  prompted. lose auuem hve b&n
exck&d  fmm  Ike above  d0oultioM.



’The Actual Experience of Giving Presents and Bribes

_ So we have found that a majority of the people surveyed in every coun-
try condemned the use of presents and bribes to influence officials.  But.
at the same time, a majority in every country except the Czech Republic
said they would give a bribe if asked and they would be tempted to take
one if it was offered to thep. These are hypothetical questions, however.

What did they actually do? We asked a battery of questions about ,,
their actual experiences, using eight different strategies for dealing with .
officials in the last few years-approximately the last four or five.years.  ’

’ This time span wacdesigned  to focus attention on the mid- to’,Jate  199Os,
well after the fall of the communist system, Two of these strategies are
relevant here: Had they actually offered an offmial  a “small present” or .
“money or an .expensive present?”

Many who admitted to offering a small present claimed they had done
no more than that, and, they denied ever giving money or an expensive
&sent. But almost all those who had offered money or an expensive pre-
sent had also offered small’ presents.’ So we can usefully divide people
up into those who had offered an official (1) nothing, not even,a  small

present; (2) a small present, but nothing more than that; or (31 money or
an expensive present.

The majority surveyed in Bulgaria and the Czech Republic claimed_,---
to have> offered nything, but the majority in Slovakia and Ukraine admit-
ted they had offered atleast  a small present and perhaps more. The num-
.bers admitting that, they had offered money or anexpensive  present
ranged from 11 percent in the Czech Republic, to 19 percent in Bulgaria,

~to 31 percent in Slovakia, to 36 percent in Ukraine (see table 18).
Some gifts might be considered more an act of human politeness or (

gratitude than bribes, to influence the officials. “There are situations
where [an official]  does not ask or demand anything from you, but you do
it for him just out of gratitude” (Striy, FG-3). Most people would consid-



Table 18
Respondents Who Had to Give Bribes

(4141-2:  In deaiiqj  with &cisls  in the last few years,  did you or your family usually,  sometimes, rarely, or
never have to [Q141]  offer  a small present or [Q142]  offer money 01 an expensive present?)

The Czech Republic (%) Slovakia (%) Bulgaria (%) Ukraine 1%)

(4141-2)  Nothing 76 42 66 43
(4141-2)  Small  present only 13 27 15 21
(4142  oidy)  Money or an expensive present cl1 31 ,I9 36

Note: “Don’t  how” and “mixddcpen&” wmvsn were rcxded  if given  spontanmluly,  but they  WCIC  never  pmmpted.  lhesc answera  have  been

achded fmm the above  L&&&M. (-

er a modest box of chotiolates or a bunch of flowers presented to the nuis- ’
es as a patient left a hospital such an act of politeness or gratitude. “If
the. doctor did an operation that rescued a person from death and his rel-
atives . . .’ bring a box of sweets, a bottle of cognac, and flowers, that is
not a bribe” @hart&k,  FG-6). “It wouldn’t be very decent not to offer I

chocolates or a bottle of something, as gratitude after you have had a
,major  operation” (Sofia-2, FG-4). “A box of, candy, with gratitude,
because he’s done his job” (Khartsysk, FG-5). ’ ’

But even the gift of a box of candy imperceptibly shades from grati-
tude into extortion and bribery: “I had to do it. . . . Just to make the ,
bureaucratic machine work faster, I brought a box of candy” (Striy, FG-
4). “I am not buying -him [the official], I am just giving him something
for his work. Bedause  he receives something, he does everything faster”
(Nikolayevka, EG-2). Even gratitude itseIf is an elastic concept in the ~
minds of some citizens: “He’s very ‘sick, my son, ,he misses a lot of
school. So purely fi;om gratitude, I give something to the teachers, so that
they’ll compromise”, (Khartsysk,, FG-2).

Boxes of candy soon become bottles of brandy, while voluntary gifts
may be voluntary in form but extorted in content as the party’ would have
said. “I had to get the external passport, and I needed it urgently. Then
he said, .‘You want it to be done faster, take a bottle of cognac and go to
the militia.’ He told me the name and said that I have to tell [the, ,militia _



officer] that I came from so-and-so and put the bottle right on the table. 1
I came and as soon as he saw the bag, he understood why I came. . . . I
put the bag on the table; Then [he] told me to come the next day to get ,
the passport” .(Horodok,  l?G-4).  Such gifts are volunt’ary only in form.

Money or expensive presents, given in advance, are usually payments
designed to influence officials to,give favors or to avoid causing unnec-
essaiy difficulties. Whether or not they are given voluntarily, they are not
signs of gratitude. “I gave him 20 dollars and he signed it. . . . I did it in
order, for him to receive me and sign everything sooner. . . . Yes, just to
make him give me a reference. I paid him, got a permission for a subsidy,
and that was it” (Striy, FG-2). “That office works fine. If I pay some extra
money, they have it ready for me in an instant” (Hradec  Kralove, FG-4).
“The assistant who was to pin the [university] entrance exam marks on
the wall . . . was given money, and she ‘made mistakes’ deliberately in
the computer. Later if things became serious, she would confess-‘1 am
sorry, I’ve made a mistake.’ The student was already admitted, he could-
n’t be expelled, and she [the assistant] couldn’t be fired” (Sofia-a, FG-
1). Money was paid to intluence officials everywhere, but people in
Ukraine were not only; the most likely to give large rather than small.pre-
sents, they were by f&the most likely to give before rather than after the
official had solved their problem (see table 19). ’ ^

The timing of gifts correlated with their size. Those people who had
offered money or expensive presents had usually given them in advance,
while those who had only offered small presents were as likely to offer
them afterwards. Yet the correlation was far from perfect. Half of those
who had only offered small presents said they had usually done so before
the official had solved their problem,” which suggests an element of
bribery even if the gifts were small.

There was also an element of extortion even in gifts given after prob-
lems had been solved. We asked, “When, people give something to an
official before their problem has been solved is it usually because (1)



Table 19

Respondents Who Gave‘Bribes  Before and After Their Problem Was Solved
I

(Qlti If you or your fn@ly  ever gave money, a present, or a favor, was it usually before or after the official
solved your problem?)

I

I
The Czech Republic (%)  Slovakia (%)  Bulgaria (%)  Ukraine (%) I

/
Gave before (rather than after)

Among all who gave 52 57 37 69 .j
Gave before  (rather  than .&et) I

Among those who gave small presents only 48 55 . 28 58
b

Among those who gave money 70 . 69 54 ~76

NW:  ‘Ikm’t  know” md kid&ends”  amm  were  rtwmbd  if given  q~~~l~aausly.  hut  they were  never  prom@.  ‘tkae answera hav? bmn.
dude.ihomthcab3vcclimw.

@G& ask,for something; (2).9fflcials  expect rewards, even if they do . -1
n$ ask directly; (3) people feel it would be impolite not to; or (4) peo-
plk want’to give something ?” Then we asked a similar question about
giving something to an of&Gal  after the problem has been solved, with a

’ similar set of possible answers, except that we reworded pumber  four tp .’
read “people’just  want to expr&s thanks for the help they have received”
hnd added a fifth choice: “people feel they mi’ght ne&d help again from
the same official.”

In every country,’ people thought gratitude WE& two or three times’
more likely to ‘be the motivation when the gift was given after the ptib-
lqm had been solved. $nple extortion’ was a much less likely motivation
for gifts given aftetiards  than those given beforehand. But this reduction
in simple exfortion was almost.balanced by the intrusion of B more corn-
plex version of extortionF the fear that the person might need. help in the
future from the.same o&&d and therefore could not afford to .take the
risk of disappointing or offending him or her now. T&&g  both simple and
complex variapts  of extortion .together, extortion was only a little less
likely to be the motivation for gifts given afterwards than for gifts., given
beforehand (see table 20). In stiort,  neither small presents nor gifts given
afterwards weF.entirely free from the taint of bribery and extortion.

i:



b.

Feeling Happy, Angry, Wor&d,,or Ashamed?

In every country, people were far more angry’ about cormption amongst
top government officials  than amongst offkials who deal with ordinary
people. Nonetheless, ui, to 26’percent.wkre  annbyed most’  by corruption
amongst offkials who dealt with ordinary people. Aqd in every country,

&ey were more annoyed by corruption amongst these low-level officials
than they weR,by corruption amongst top busint+smen (see table 21). ,,

T a b l e  2 0 I
Respondents Motivations for Giving Bribes, by Timing of Gift

(472:  When such people [those eeekiig  something to which they arc entitled to by law] give something to an
official  before their problem has been solved is that usually because [1] they want to &ve or express  their
&a&, [2] it is impolite not to o&r, [3] officials a8 k fdr or expect rewards, or [4] they might nepd help again?
473: When  people give something io ao of&ial  after their pmblem ham  been solved is that usuaRy becau~
[1] they want to&ve  or express their thanks, [2] it is impolite not to offes  [3] officials  ask for orupect
rewarda,  or [4],they  might n&d’heip @II?)

The Czech Republic (%) Slovakia (%) Bulgaria  (%)  Ukraine (%)

472 473 472 473  ( Qi2  473072  473

They want to give-or  express their thank8 17 33 13 32 11 32 7 21
It ii impolite not to o&r 25 20 2 2  1 1  1 1 . 9 ’ 1 7 1 4
ORkial8  ask  for or expect reward8 .58 27 65 27 ’ 77 35 77 47
Th&night  r&d h$p again - 20 - $0 - 25 -. 18

Nora:  ‘Dal? kmr”  altd%i+&Fand#”  - were leuwkd if +n +wiltunouily,  but they were never  pmmpted.  nlac  alwm  km? bean
exclltdedtamtha~er,

’ T a b l e 2 1

I Respondents’ Feelings  about Corruption amongst Of&i&  and Businessmen“
/

(4161: Which of these makee  you’most angry: cormption  among top gov?mment  officials,  officials you &tve
to deal with pereonally, or top businessmen?) I.

The Czech Republic (%)  Slovakja (%)  Bulgaria  4%) LJkraine  (%)

Top government officials 1 66 -59 6c- 71
Oftkiais  have to dealyou with pemonaUy 17 26 26 24 \
Top businessmen 17 -16 15 5



This is not entirely unexpected. Officials are public servants; busi-
nessmen are not. Officials have more power over the lives of ordinary cit-
izens than private businessmen competing with each other in the mar-
ketplace. In.his study of rampant corruption in Hong Kong, Wing Lo

found wide support for repressive measures against corruption amongst
junior civil servants. He -found ,much less public support for similar
actions against  corrupt millionaire businessmen. “The public do not
always feel as threatened by corrupt businessmen as they do by corrupt
public servants. . ‘: . Public sector corruption is often related to extortion
and solicitation of bribes by civil servants, . . . [which is] far more annoy-
ing and disturbing to the daily lives of the people.“9

People had complaints about the officials other than corruption, how-
ever. We asked people what, in their own personal experience, made
them most angry? Was it offZtls  who (1) wanted money or presents; (2)
were incapable; (3) were lazy; or (4) did not provide enough .informa-
tion? OEcials seeking bribes came at the bottom of this list of irritations
in all countries, Incompetence or failure, to provide enough information
came out on top., Indeed, only 4 percent of the people surveyed in the
Czech Republic and 6 percent in Slovakia were most angered by bribe-
seeking officials; although, this figure rose to 1Cl percent in Bulgaria and’

’ 21 percent inukraine (see table 22).
. .

Table 22
Respondents’ Opinions regarding the Characteristics of Officials

that Angered Them Most

(Q148:An;lwhiehmadeyoumost~~officialswhowarrtbribes,areincapable,arelazy,or~~einadequste~~
, InatioIi?)  ’

/

The Czech Republic (%) Slovakia (%)  Bulgaria (%) Ukraine (%)

W a n t  b r i b e s 4 6 10 21
Are incapable 3 3 35 35 37
Arelazy 16 14 20 20
Gave inadequate information 4a 45 35 23

Note:  ‘Dd hw” ad “mid- anmven  were z-emded if given spontmeausly,  btd  they were never pmmpd. l&e amve.m  have been
excluded from  he above  cnlwhim.

, I . .



People also suspected that many of their fellow citizens who gave
bribes would be happy enough if they got what they wanted. In all coun-
tries a majority thought that people who gave money or a present to an
official and got what they wanted would be most likely to feel happy rather
than angry, worried, or ashamed. Indeed, they sometimes expressed their
own pleasure at a successful outcome achieved by bribery: “[Under com-
munism], if they told.you  ,‘no,’ you went away and it was ‘no.’ Now you
give someone a bribe; and you go away and it’s ‘yes.’ I think it’s easier
now. Now you go with money right away, give it to’someone,  and they solve
your problem. . . . It’s more expensive, but it’s easier” (Khartsysk, FG-2).
“me official says) ‘We’re not giving you any kind of death certificate’
[for her brother who had died as a vagrant, without proper identification].
Well, what could I do? I brought champagne, chocolate, mandarin
oranges, some candy. . . . I gave her the plastic bag. She said, ‘Thank you.
Wait five minutes. Everything will be done. ‘No problems.” I’m happy,
glad, because they gave [the certificate] to ,me” (Khartsysk, FG-4).
“Of&&s  were ready ‘to break the rules-it was profitable for all of us”
(Striy, IDI-1). “What I usually do is ask ‘haw much,’ then go to another
official and try .him, and so on-until I finally pick the one who has
demanded the least. I pay after the official has provided the service to
make sure my job will be done for me” (Sofia, IDI-3).

But a large minority did think their fellow citizens would be angry, wor-
r&d, or ashamed. Some people objected to bribery on moral grounds: “I
am ashamed to give. . . .’ I am not ashamed to thank somebody. . . :, I am
ashamed to give a bribe” (Striy, FGr3).  But others felt it was simply undig- *
nified and degrading to’give bribes and left them in a powe&ss position:
“You have to take up your cross, go there; ,give presents. -When the official
wants, he takes it, but when he does not want it, he does not. I feel depen-
dent and helpless” (Straldja, IDI-1). “If there were some price lists show-
ing how much everything costs, I would ‘go to a doctor and. receive a /
receipt. Having a receipt, I could demand something. But the way we pay ~

,



now, . . . you don’t know to whom you give the money and for what. People

are right when they say that we pay twice”  (Sholomia, FG-6).

If bribe-givers thought very few other people gave such things to of&

cials,  however, they would be much less likely, to feel happy. In these cir-

cumstances, the percentage expected to, feel happy dropped from 50 to

15 percent in the Czech Republic, from 63 to 18 percent in Slovakia,

from 66 to 36 percent in Bulgaria, and from 55 to 22 percent in Ukraine.

In every country, this new situation would increase the anger, worry,

and shame of bribe-givers- but not by the same amount in each coun-

try. In Ukraine, worry increased more ‘than anything else. In every other

country, shame increased more than anything else.. Thus, 34 percent of

our respondents in the Czech Republic, 31 percent in Slovakia, and 29

percent in Bulg&a- b u t only 20 percent in,Ukraine-thought  bribe-

givers would then be most likely to feel ashamed (see table 23).

,Tal+e 23

1 Respcndents’  Feelings about Giving Money Ior a Present

(QlW  Suppose people gave money or a present tc an c&&d and got what fiey wanted, woukl  they be meet
dkely  to feel happy, angry-worried,  or ashamed? QlM  But if they thought very few other  ‘people eve sugh
things  to officials, would they then be moat likely to feel happy, angry, worried,  or ashamed?) ’

The Czech Republic (%) Slovakia (%) .Bulgaria  (%) Ukraine (%)

.QtO3,  4104 4103 QloQ,  4103  4104  .Q103  Q104

RapPY 50 15 63 18 55 22
h?Y 25 36 23 37 !i 2 11 24
worikd 7 15 : 5 $4 11 16 .18 34
Ashamed 18 34 8 31 11 29 16 20

Similarly, ,a majority of the people we surveyed in all countries

’ thought that off ‘al hrcr s w o accepted money or a present would be most

likely to feel’happy  rather than angry, worried, or ashamed. However, if

bribe-takers thought very few other officials accepted these things, then

these corrupt officials would be much less likely to feel happy. The per-



centage expected to. feel happy dropped from 48 to 17 percent in the
Czech Republic, from 59’to 21 percent in Slovakia, from 81 to 54 per-
cent in Bulgaria, and from 72 to 32 percent in .Ukraine. In Ukraine and
‘Slovakia, worry increased more than anything else. In Bulgaria and the
Czech Republic, shame increased more than anything else. Thirty-one
perdent of our respondents in the Czech Republic, 29. percent in
Slovakia, and 26 percent in Bulgaria-but only 8 percent in Ukraine-
thought bribe-taking officials ,would then.be most likely to feelashamed

( s e e  t a b l e  2 4 ) .
I

Table 24 L
Respondents’ Views regarding officials’ Feelings ’

about Accepting Money’or  a Present

(4103:  Suppose ac official accepkxl  money or a present, would that oftSal be most liiely to feel happy,
angry? worried, oraehamkd?  Ql@k  But if that ol?kial  thought very few other ofiIcials  accepted these things,
would that ofGal  then be mcat’likely  to feel happy, angry, worried, or ashamed?)

-, The Czech Republic (%) Slovakia (%) Bulgmia  (9b)  Ukraine (Se) ’

’Q 1 0 5  4106 QlO5 4106  4 1 0 5  QiO6  QlOs 4106

Happy  ‘. .t3 17
Allgly ‘.33

59 21’ 81 54 72 32
12 24

WmTied Q5 49 . 2; 2 9 17 17. 56
Ashamed 1% 31 15 is 1U 26 ‘9 8

h’c&: ‘Dd know” iid ‘mixed/&~  mwm  wow  rcccudcd  if given qtonllocnuly.  but thq  were never pmrdptcd. ‘Ihe rruwpn have bea
rx&ded  fmm Ibe aiwve .zalcaiono.

Imagining a hypothetical situation where few others gave or adcepted
bribes, people in Ukraine thought both bribe-givers .and bribe-takers
would be most likely to feel worried. In the Czech,and Slovak Republics, *
they also felt that bribe&takers  would be more likely to feel worried than
ashamed. But, in contrast to Ukraine, people in the Czech and Slovak
Republics felt bribe-givers would be, more likely to feel ashamed than
worried-and that they would be even .more likely to feel angry. Feelings



about bribe giving and taking in Ukraine were therefore characterized by.
a singular lack of shame and an excess of fear. \

Daqs Condemnation Matter?

Earlier we found that a majority in every country condemned the use of
money, presents, contacts, or favors to influence offrcials  as bad for the
country and bad for those involved. Whatever their grounds for con-
demning corruption, did condemnation really matter? Did people really
mean it? Were their answers merely ritual condemnation without much
thought or much connection to their actual behavior?

,

‘&ere was some consistency in their answem.‘People  who condemned
the use of presents and bribes were much more likely to opt for an aus-
tere, rigid, Weberian system in which offrciahs  never accepted presents
and never did favors for,others,  rather than one in which ofBcials some- /
times accepted presents and in return did favors for people. En Ukraine,
for example, the austere option wali chosen by 64 percent of those who
condemned the use of presents to influence off&Gals,  by 46 percent of
those who excused it, and by only 27 percent of those who preferred it
that way. Of course, for perfect consistency these percentages should
have ranged down from 100 to 0, instead of from 6& down to 27i’The
degree of consistency was far less than perfect but it was nonetheless sig-
nificant (see table.25).

Moreover, those who condemned the use of presents and bribes to
influence officials were ,much more inclined to refuse to pay them and
much less tempted to accept them. Although some of our percentages are
based on fairly small numbers of respondents, they suggest that con-
demnation increased resistance to paying bribes by 36 percent in the
Czech Republic;, ‘by 30 percent in Slovakia, and by 29 percent in
Bulgaria, though by a Fere 3 percent in Ukraine. Amongst those who ’
condemned the use ofbribes, two-thirds in the Czech Republic, and half



Table 25,
Respondents Who Prefer a Rigid System, by Condemnation

(4156:  Do you irefer  a rigid system [without presents  and favors]? [By 41531)

Tbe Czech Republic (%) Slohia  (%) Bulgaria (%) Ukraine (%)’

Bad for [sphfic cotintry]
and for those involved 95 85’ 71 64

Bad for [specific country]
but unavoidable for people 85 79 53 46

Preferable because
you can get favors K-4 (52) 23 27

N&e: “Dcdt how” and ‘mixed/dspend+”  anwen ware  t&wded  if given  spontawowly,  but they W~IC never prompted. ‘Ibac  awvem  have  bkll

e&ded fmm  the above calctdaticms.  pbrwobgw  enclod in patmthclcl  indicate  that  the tigure  is by-4  on Ias 61 one  bundled.  but at 1eu1

MY,  rapwdcnb.

Table 26

Respondents Who Would Refuse to Pay Bribes, by Condemnation

(QlaS: Would rehe  to pay a bribe  if asked. [By 41531)

The&e&Republic  (%) Slovakia (96) Bulgaria (96) Ukraine (96;)

Bad for [specific country] .
and for those  involved

Bad for [specific country] ‘.
but unavoidable for people

Referable beuwe
YOU can set favors

67 48 51’ 27

‘53 38 31 23

( 3 1 ) (18) ca 124

in Slovakia a& Bulgaria- b u t only. a quarter in Ukraine-said they

would refuse to pay even if asked directly’aud  even if they could afford

to pay (see table 26).

Similarly, condemnation increased resistance to acceiting  bribes, by

at least 35 percent in the Czech and Slovak Republics, by 33 percent in

Bulgaria, and by 18 percexit in Ukraine. Thus, although three-quarters

of those iu Ukraine who condemned the use of bribes would nonetheless



pay them if asked directly, ,haIf Would be offended by the offer of a bribe.
Condemnation had almost no effect on the willingness to submit to extor-
tion in Ukraine, but it had a significant effect on the willingness to
accept bribes. That seems to indi&te  moral sensitivity combined with a
sense of powerlessness in the face of authority (see table 27).

Table 27
Resiondents Offended if Offered a Bribe, by Condemnation

., /

’(Q155:  Would be &ended  if offend a bribe. [By 41531)

These questions about the willingness ,to pay or accept bribes were
hypothetioal.  Rut condemnation alsd correlated with actual behavioi,
over the past five years. In practice, condemnation increased the num-
bers who never’gave even a smaIl present to an official by 37 percent in
the Czech Republic, by 18 percent in Slovakia, and by 29 percent in.

I Bulgaria-but by only 10 percent in Ukraine. And condemnation
increased the numbers who had never given money or an expensive pre-
sent to an official by 23 percent in the Czech Republic, by 20 percent in
Slovakia, and by 24 percent in Bulgaria-but by only 7 percent in :
Ukraine (see table 28).

Condemnation, whether motivated’ by moral, ideological, or econom-
ic considerations, did matter. It mattered in terms of actual ,reported
.behavior,  as well as in terms of what people would,do in hypothetical sit-
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^ Table 28’

Respondents Who Have Never’Given  a Bribe, by Condemnation
4

(@t&ion  141-2:  Reapondente  who have never given .qny$ing  or have never given money or en expensive
pmnt.  P% QW)

I Thi Czech Republic (%) Slovakia (%) Bulgaria (%) Ukraine (%)

Have never given anything
Bed for [specific couny]

end for those  involved 81 ‘k 4 5 74 46
Bad for [specific colmq]

but unavoidable for peo$y 64 33 60 35
Pr&?mble  because i

youcangetfavola  , (44

Have never gven  money/expensive  preeent
Bed for [specific oo~try]

end for those involved 91
B&l  for [epecific  country] s

27 45 36,

but unavoidable for people 84
Referable because

yoocangetfnvora w

73 a7 66
.

60 77 .60

.

uations. And it mattered in every country, thou@ it mattered less in
Ukraine than in the other countries. If people condemned the use of pre-
sents and bribes to. jntluence officials,  in ,Ukraine they were much less
willing to take bribes themselves, and they were somewhat less likely to
have actually given presents or bribes. But they were scarcely any less
willing to submit to extortion if an official asked directly.

Did Attempts at Ehortion Succeed?

Earlier we fomid that between 37 percent (in the Czech Republic) and
74 percent (in Ukraine) said they would pay a bribe if asked directly and
if they could afford it. But’ what happened in practice? How many of



those who had real experiences with attempted extqrtion  did actually

submit to it?

There was a remarkable similarity&tetween  the numbers who said

they had actually given something when an official either asked directly

or seemed to expect something and the numbers who said they would do

so if asked. Some people had given voluntarily without pressure, of

course, but the effect of this pressure was to increase the numbers who

had actually given something by 27 percent in the Czech and Slovak

Republics, by 42 percent in Bulgaria, and by 38 percent in Ukraine.

Such pressure also increased the (smaller) numbers who had actually

given money or ‘/an expensive present by 18 percent in the Cxedh

Republic, by 21 percent in Slovakia, by 29 percent in Bulgaria, and by

34 percent in Ukraine (see table 29)?,

Table 29

Respondents Who Gave Presents or Money, by Whether Of&i&

Asked for or Seemed to Expect a Bribe

The @ch Republic (%) Slovakia (%) B@aria  (%) Ukraine (%)

Ql45:Wouldpayifaeked~ 3 7 57

4141-2:  Gave presents  or b&&by Q144
Gave something

A m o n g s t  thoaewboeaid  .
of&Is  dii one of the foliowi&

Asked  for directly or
seemed  to eqectpomething 3 9 68

Nei&r  a&d for nor
aeemed  to expect  something 12 41

Gave money or an mive  present
Amongat  those  who said  of&i.&

did one of the following:
Anked for directly or

”

seemedtp  expect something 21
Neither asked  for nor

seemed  to expect something -3

’ 39

18

58 74

5s 74

16 36

35 5f-J

6 16 4
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Similarly, those who felt officials had created unnecessary problems
in order to extort presents and bribes were much more likely to have
given them. Unnecessary problems increased the numbers who had
given something to an official by 28 percent in the Czech Republic, by
34 percent in Slovakia, by 33 percent in Bulgaria, and by.35 percent in
Ukraine. And unnecessary problems increased the (smaller) numbers
who had given money or an expensive. present to an official by 17 per-
cent in the Czech Republic, by 31 percent in Slovakia, by 26 percent in
Bulgaria, and alsoeby  26 percent in Ukraine (see table 30). I

So although citizens’ condemnation of bribery had relatively little, if
any, effect on their actual behavior in Ukraine, offrcials’  attempts at
extortion clearly had as much effect in Ukraine as anywhere else. People , /

c, ,
$1
\

T a b l e  3 0

’ ‘Respondents Who Gave Resents or Money, by Whether officials  Caused

Unnecessary ProbIems

(4141-2:  Those  who gave small or large presents. [By 41321)

-.
The  Czech Republic (%) Slovakia (%) Bulgaria  (96) Ukra$e  (%)

Gave something ’
Among thoac.  who said officials

caused  ~nnecesaq  problems
in order  to extort a bribe: > ’
* Usually, someti-  or rarely 40’ 73 5 1

Never 1 2 39 18 E

Gave money or ait  eqensi~e  pkeent
Among thoee  who said o&i&

caused unnecessary  problems
in order to extort a bribe:

Usually, sometimes, or rarely 21 45 32 46
Never 4 14 6 20



in Ukraine were responsive to pressure from officials and frequently
found themselves under such pressure.

Did 0ffici’a.l  Pressure Outweigh Condemnation?,

Clearly, both condemnation and extortioqseem  to have influenced actu-
al behavior to varying degrees in different countries. We can usefully
summarize our findings up to this point by calculating (Pearson) corre-
lation coefficients between giving presents and bribes, on one hand; and
condemnation or extortion, on the other hand.

In a highly compressed way, these correlation coefficients show what
! we have aheady  discovered from the more detailed tables: condemnation

sharply reduced bribe giving in the Czech and Slovak Republics and in,
Bulgaria but had much less influence in Ukraine. The correlation
declined in power&from -0.25 in the Czech Republic to -0.09 in Ukraine.
Correlations with preferences for a rigid Weberian system (no presents ‘-

and no special help) showed a/broadly similar pattern-significant in
every country except Ukraine.” By contrast, the correlation between giv-
ing presents and bribes, on one hand? and our indicators of extortion by
officials, on the other, was strong in all four countries. It ranged from a

minimum,of  0.26 up to a maximum of 0.43 (see table 31).
Indeed thesecorrelations with attempts at extortion are so strong that

. they *se the question of’whether anything else mattered. But tabulating
the numbers giving bribes by a combination of condemnation and pres-
sure from of&ials  shows that both condemnation and pressure had, an
independent influence on behavior. The effect of condemnation (visible ’
in the columns, af the table) .was clearly, less than that of pressure (visi-
ble in the rows of the table) but nonetheless significant (see table 32). .

Amongst those who had been put’under pressure by officials seeking
gifts, condemnation reduced overall giving by at least 16 percent in the
Czech Republic, by 13 percent in Slovakia, and by 17 percent in



T&k .31 ”
Cormlations between Giving, Condemnation, and Extortion

The Czech Republic (%)  Slovakia (%) Bulgaria (%)Ukmine  (46)

rxlO0 rXlOO rXlO0 rxlo8- -

Tab16  32

Respondents Who Gave Bribes, by Condemnation and Pressure to Give \

(4141-2:  Those who gave  smell  or large presents. [By 4153 by QW])  .

The Czech Rep&e (%)  Slovakia (%)  B&aria (46)  Ukraine (%)

, Yes No Ye% No Yea  No ,Yes No- __

Did oficitd  ask for or seem to expect f gift?
,

hwntage who gave anything
Amongstthoaewhosaidbribeeme

Bad 32 10’ 6 5 3 6 51 12 71 32
. UnaGoid&e . 48 (W 75 (45)  61 19 75 (42)

Refer&e R/a da (78) n/a (68)  ‘da (78) n/a ~

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No~. - _ _  _ _ _

Didofficialaskfororseqntoexpectegi8?
‘&centage  who gave mone.y/expen+ve  present

:

Amongst those said bribe-s are
B e d 17 3 35 14’ 28 4 47, 17
Unavoidable . 24 (3) 46 (23) 36 7 51 (15)
Ftrhble da n/a (52) rlhr (51) n/.3 (58)  n/o

ih: ‘D&t  know” and “mixed/~”  11*wen  warn rem&d  if given spont.snecmnly.  but  they (ICIC  nevex pmmptsd.  lltae  mswem kwe  been
~dcd~theabae~~tiolu.~mlmdinpurn~indicrlc~1theTy mi~bmdmleasthmamhundted,butatkul
mY* le4amhb.



Bulgaria-though by only 7 percent in Ukraine. Typically, one Czech
respondent (I’rague’IDI-15)  felt that 50 percent of officials expected to
he given something but their salaries were adequate, and she did not feel

- she should give them anything. Condemnation also reduced the (small-
er) numbers  giving money or expensive presents by at least 7 percent in
the Czech Republic, by 17 percent in Slovakia, by 23 percent in
Bulgaria, and by 11 percent in Ukraine (see table 33).”

Similarly, amongst those who had .experienced  officials creating
unnecessary. problems in order to get a present or bribe, condemnation
reduced overall giving by at least 22 percent in the Czech Republic, by
9 percent in Slovakia, and by 33 percent in Bulgaria, though by less than
4 percent in Ukraine. And it reduced the (smaller)- numbers giving
money or expensive ,presents  by at least 11 percent in the Czech,

/ Table 33 \

Respondents Who Gave Bribes, by Condemnation and Unnecessary Problems

(4141-Z: Those respondents who gave small or large presents. [By 4153 by Qi32])

’ The C’skh  Republic (%) Slovakia (%)Bulgaria  (%)Ukraine  (%)

Yes  No Yes No Yes No Yes No_ _  ~ -

Did the o&al ever make wmeceasary  problems?
lkcentege  who eve anything

Amongst those who said bribes are <

B a d 32 10 - 72 32 4016  &is
Unavoidable 54 (15) 77 (51) 58 21 74 w
Referable ri/a o / a (81) R/a (73) n/a (72) da

# Yea No Yes  No Yes No Yes No~ ___ -

Did the ofici~$  make unn&sary problems?
I

Rxcentege  who &ave  money/expensive present ’
Amongst those said bribaa  are

Bad 16 3 41‘ 9 25 4 44 14.
‘Unavaileble _ 27 (3) 52 (20) 35 9 48 (25)
Preferable da da (57) da (55) R/a (46) n/a

Nolc  ‘Don’1  knm” ml ‘3llixdw mlwtm wele lt.cmkd if given ‘PoqMy,  hul they were  never  prompled.  TbJ MI*M hm hem
acludsd~~~~~.~~cnclacdin~~i~~~~f~is~~l~~~hu~,~l~l~t
fti rapmht.
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Republic, by.16 percent in Slovakia, and by 30 percent in-Bulgaria-

i though by less than 4 percent in Ukraine.”
Amongst those’ who condemned the use of bribes and who had not

experienced attempted extortion by an off&l making unnecessary prob-
i lems, only 3 percent. in the.Czech  Republic, 4 percent in Bulgaria, 9 per-
- cent in Slovakia, and 14 percent in ,Ukraine had given money or an

‘I expensive present to an official in the last five yearsI
We can usefully summarize these multivariate findings by calculating

multiple regressions predicting the numbers giving presents and bribes,
on one hand, from condemnation and extortion, on the other,Thk multi-
ple regressions confirm that extortion had a powerful independent influ- ’
ence on bribe giving in all countries. But they also show that the effect
of condemnation ‘on actual behavior declined slowly from the Czech
Republic to Slovakia and Bulgaria and then dropped sharply in Ukraine

, where it was weak, possibly negligible.14 For example, if we use condem-
nation. and officials’ expectations of gifts as two predictors of actual
behavior, the relative weights of condemnation and extortion are 19 ver-
sus 31 in the Czech Republic, but or+ 5 versus 38 in Ukraine. In the
Czech Republic, therefore, condemnation had two-thirds as much influ- / ,
&me as extortion (in opposite directions, of course) on actual bribe giv-
ing, but in.Ukraine extortion had almost eight times as much influence
as condemnation (see table 34).15



Table 34 \

Regressions Predicting Giving from Condemnation and E’Lortion

I The Czech  &p&Jib  (%) Slovakia (%) Bulge&  (%) Ukrnine  ,(%)

BetaX BetexlOO  Betax Betax-___
Multiple regressions predict&  41413,

“gavebribes,"  from...
‘(4153)  Bribes ere bed -19 -15 -14 -5
(Q144) OlXciel  asked or expected a bribe 31 2 6 '41 38

RSQ ' 15 9 20 15

‘(Q153)Biibeearebed  ’ -20 -17 -18 . -10
(4132)  OlEci.al  made unnecessary  problems I 36 39 ,34 3 2
w 19 18 16 .’ 11

(4153)’  Bribea ‘km bed 717 -16, -14 -8
(Q144j  Official naked for or expected a bribe 22 .19‘ 31 33
(4132)  OK&J  made unnecessary problems 29. 34 18 2 2
w 22 21 22 '21

Discussion

We found very widespread allegations that ordinary people offer presents
and bribes to the officials  they meet in day-to-day life in Eastem.Europe
and that the officials acoept  them. Using presents and brjbes  .to influence
of%&&  was widely condemned but widely praoticed.  Between 37 per-

cent and 74 percent in different countries said they would give a bribe if
asked directly and if they could afford it. Between 24 percent and 58
percent of the people we surveyed in different countries admitted that
they or their families had in fact given presents or bribes to offtcials  in
the last five years.

\ \ 1
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Yet a majority in every country condemned the practice as bad for I
their country, and for those involved, and most of the rest said it was bad
for the country, even if unavoidable for people who have to live there. We
hesitate to call this moral condemnation because there are so many rea-
sons for condemning bribery and corruption. Some would no doubt. con-
demn bribery as inherently sinful, on -a par with lying; cheating, and
stealing. Both liberals and socialists might condemn it on the more ide-
ological ground that it offends their concept of equality of treatment by
the state. Transparency International, on’ the other hand, condemns
bribery on grounds of rationality and efficiency rather than morality. But
the basis for condemnation is not important. The fact remains that the
practice is, for whatever reason, .widely condemned.

Relatively few people said they actively preferred a system where
officials were open to the influence of presents and bribes, though larg-
er numbers preferred such, a system to the alternative of a totally rigid
system in which officials would never do a favor for anyone. That is not
the only possible alternative,‘ however. Flexibility and special or favor-
able treatment for those with special needs should be the aim of any sys-
tern of administration. It is not necessary to equate flexibility with cor-
ruption.  There are better alternatives than either corruption or rigidity.

Our evidence does not support the view that the people. were the
source of corruption, pressing their bribes-and their demands for
favors--on reluctant officials. Rut there remains the question of whether
the people were victims of the officials or were accomplices. Did officials
abuse their positipn to extort unoffkial  payments from weak, powerless,
and reluctant citizens, or were citizens as happy to give as officials were
#happy  to accept?

’ It is a question of some practical as well as theoretical importance. If
ordinary people are the victims of extortion, it may be possible to reduce
public sector corru@tion by reforming the administration in one way or
a&thet16  Reform would then go with the grain of public opinion and, if
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well planned, should ‘win public support. But if the citizens. are in
essence a&omplices in petty comption, reform is likely to be more dif-
ficult and less effective, and it would be necessary to reform the people
as well as reform the administration.

In every country, ordinary people pictured themselves as the victims
of a transition to a market economy where the chief beneficiaries had
been (and would continue to be) politicians-and officials, the Mafia, and
the former communist nomenklatura. On balance, there was no feeling
anywhere that standards of conduct amongst officials had generally
improved much since the end of the commtinist system, and, in some
countries, there was a widespread consensus that it had declined. In
every country, a majority thought there was more need to use contacts,
presents, and bribes‘ in dealing with officials pow than there had been
under communism. r

Nonetheless, a very large majority of the people in the Czech and
Slovak ,Republics  thought their officials were less corrupt than in most
other Eastern European countries, .while even larger majorities in’
Bulgaria and Ukraine thought their officials were more corrupt than in
most other Eastern European cbuntries.  People in the Czech and Slovak
RepubIics  were most likely to blame their fellow cjtizens  desperate to
buy favors rather than greedy officials. Converseli  people in Bulgaria
and Ukraine were more likely to blame greedy officials than their fellow
citizens (though people in Bulgaria were eiren more likely to blame their
government for failing to pay officials properly).

When asked why people might be more willing to.give things to ofi-
cials now than utider communism, people in the Czech Republic were
most likely to blame their fellow citizens, but Bulgarians and Ukrainians
were the most likely,, by far, to blame officials who now expect more.
Opinion in Slovakia fell between these two extremes.
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Taken at face value, these findings suggest that people ivho gave
bribes to of&As  in the Czech Republic and, to a lesser extent, in
Slovakia were not victims but accomplices or worse. Reforms in these
two countries might therefore aim as much at bribe-givers as bribe-tak-
ers.17 In principle, .it may be more difficult to reform the people than to
reform the administration, but the task would be made easier in these
countries by the fact that -people explicitly blame bribe-givers more often
than bribe-takers. In the Czech Republic, the task would be made easi-
er by the relatively low incidence of bribery in day-to-day dealings with
offrcials, so the’target ,would not be the people as a whole but a deviant
minority. And it would be made easier in both countries by the possibil-
ity of making bribe-givers feel ashamed ,of their conduct. Unlike the
Czechs, people in, Slovakia were inclined to imagine that successful
bribe-givers would feel happy, and they were the least likely to think
bribe-givers Gould feel ashamed, but they were particularly sensitive to
whether many or ‘only a few others were also giving things to officials. If ,
people thought only a few others were giving presents and bribes to of& ;
cials, the profile of feelings attributed to bribe-givers-happiness, angel;

‘ ‘fear, and shame-was dominated by shame and anger in both countries.
In Bulgaria and Ukraine, however, people were inclined to place the

burden of guilt on the shoulders of their offi&ls  rather than on their fel-
low citizens, To a greater or lesser extent, they claimed to be victims of
the administration, though many in Bulgaria felt that junior officials were
also victims-victims of a government that did not pay them properly.

But in Ukraine, people pictured themselves unambiguously as the
victims.of officials high and low. Only124 percent in Bulgaria, but 42 per-
cent in Ukraine, alleged that officials invented unnecessary problems
more than rarely in order to extort money or a present for solving them.
If they felt few other people gave such things to ~officials,  people in
Ukraine were over twice as likely as people elsewhere to feel worried but

.much less likely than people elsewhere to feel ashamed..Three-quarters  ’



of the people, surveyed in Ukraine would pay a bribe if asked’ directly
and if they could afford it-far more than anywhere else. In their own
view, the people of Ukraine were the passive and guiltless victims of
rapacious off+ials.’  Reforms targeted at bribe-givers in -Bulgaria and
more especially in Ukraine might only make people feel that they were
the victims twice over-victims of the low-level officials who extorted.
bribes ,frorn  them and of high officials who then punished them for their
submission to extortion.

Such protestations of innocence may be a political fact, which it
would be very unwise to ignore, yet they may not be a scientific or moral

fact. They need ,not be taken at face value;even if they must be taken
‘into account when deyising’and implementing reform strategies. People
in Ukraine especially,,were  very keen to picture themselves as victims of
extortion. But that self-image is slightly tarnished by our finding that 61,
percent of the Ukrainians surveyed would, be tempted to accept a bribe

if they ,were themselves an official on a low salary, also by our finding
that 48 percent preferred a system in which &dials sometimea accept-
ed presents and in return did favors for people.

Our multiple regression analyzes suggest that attempts at extortion
had a large impact on citizens’ behavior wherever they occurred. But
personal condemnation of bribery had ‘much less impact on citizens’
behavior in Ukraine than in any of the other countries. Bribe giving in
Ukraine was driven by extortion and not hindered zery much by person-
al, condentnation. Condemnation bred strong resistance to attempts at
extortion in the Czech Republic, for example, but little resistance in
Ukraine. It might perhaps be unfair to characterize citizens in Ukraine
as. willing victims but, basedbon our evidence, they were certainly pas-
sive victims, whose behavior was influenced much more by the actions
of officials  than by their own moral or ideological positions.



In the absence of pressure from officials, however, few people who
condemned the use of bribes to influence officials actually succumbed to

the temptation to practice it. Over the past five years, only 3 percent in
the Czech Republic, 4 percent in Bulgaria, 9 percent in Slovakia, and 14
percent in Ukraine said anyone in their families had ever given money
or expensive presents to an official, unless the officials had made unnec-
essary problems in order to get money or presents for solving them. Over .
that period of time, the 14,  percent in Ukraine. is. not negligible, but it is
not large. In the absence of pressure from offmials,  behavior did not con-,
tradict principle to a very large extent.

It was the frequency and effectivenessof extortion-the combination
of officials’.  greed and citizens’ submissiveness-that produced high’lev-
els -of bribery despite opposition to it in principle. In &the Czech
Republic, only I9 percent had experienced attempts at extortion more
than rarely and, amongst those who condemned bribery, only 16 percent
submitted to it. In Ukraind, at the other’extreme,  42 percent had experi-
enced attempts at extortion more than rarely and, amongst those who
condemned bribery, 44 percent submitted to it-twice the frequency of
extortion by,offrcials  and three times as much submission by citizens as
we found in the Czech Republic.
- Finally, we must stress the counterintuitive nature of our findings. It
‘.
1s natural to imagine that where bribery is most common, citizens are
most likely ta be willing accomplices rather than victims. Our findings
suggest the exact, opposite. They suggest that where, bribery was least
common (in the Czech Republic), the relatively small number of people
who gave bl4bes were more likely to be accomplices or even corrupters.
And where bribery was most common (in Ukraine), the much larger num-
bers of people who gave bribes were much more likely to be victims of
e x t o r t i o n .
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Notes  ’

1. Bertolt Brecht, Mother Courage and Her Children, translated by David
Hare for the National The&e  (London: MethuemRandom  Hot&e,  1995),  44.

._ 2. Tenovo IDI- indicates a quotation from the’fourth in-depth interview held
in the Bulgarian village,of Tenovo.

3. Sevastopol FG-4 indicates participant four in the focus-group discussion
held in Sevastopol.

4. Tony Verheijen and Antoaneta Dimitrova, “Corruption and Unethical
Behaviour of Civil and Public Servants: Causes and Possible Solutions” (paper
presented at NISPAcee  5th Annual Conference, Tallinn, April 1997),  8.

5. See William L: Miller, Stephen White, and Paul Heywood,  Vu&s and
Political change  in Postcommunist Europe (London: Macmillan, 1998),  8: 155.

6. See, for example, Marshall I. Goldman, Environinetial-Pollution  in the
So&t Union:. The SpoiZs  of Progress (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1972); 31.

7. Rratislava-2 was the second focus-group discussion held ,in Bratislava.
Two focus-group discussions were held in each capital city.

8. A negligible 1 percent said they had offered money or an expensive pre-
sent but not a small present.

9. T. Wing Lo,. Corruption and Politics in Hong  Kong and  China
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